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the above process also wipes the factory backup, so if you have made one, you should store it somewhere safe. the process mentioned above would also require you to plug into
itunes and update the firmware. what i will be adding for the people that are still concerned about this, i may have a solution to the problem in the future. there is a jailbreak for
iphone 4s that is untethered which has a bypass to secure boot. though, this requires a downgrade to ios 5.1, and i don't know if the jailbreak will work for a user updated to ios

5.2/5.3 (though, probably it will). otherwise, i want to share the tool i used to downgrade the device to a previous ios version. if you look at the part of the pastebin i posted in this
article, you can see that i used the odysseus tool to install the current system and go back in history to install a previous version. now, i'm going to explain how i did that (and
how you could do it as well) in case you need to roll back in the future. the solution worked by exploiting a bug in ios version 5.1.1 where you can use the debug application to

install an unsigned code (called a dylib). also, since it's a dylib, it won't get signed by apple, and thus won't be detected in a jailbroken device. you can find more info about this
bug here: http://www.theiphonewiki.com/?lessons learned—public symbols . odysseus ios_5.1.1/5.1-12/5.0-50 --> ios_5.0/5.0.50-20 how to downgrade to ios 5.0 using the

odysseus tool odysseus ios_5.50-20 pwned tool lets you load unsigned firmware onto iphone what i will be adding for the people that are still concerned about this, i may have a
solution to the problem in the future. there is a jailbreak for iphone 4s that is untethered which has a bypass to secure boot. though, this requires a downgrade to ios 5.1, and i

don't know if the jailbreak will work for a user updated to ios 5.2/5.3 (though, probably it will).
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creating shsh blobs is part and parcel of jailbreaking.
so, before we begin, head over to the post for cydia
and check if your already jailbroken iphone is fully

unlocked using cydia and apt packages for jailbreak
(recommended to jailbreak in recovery mode instead

of dfu mode, so that you dont brick your device.)
currently you have to buy mac os x for your jailbroken
iphone/ipad as the cydia developer hadnt yet released
an os x version of the futurerestore gui application for
windows, but you dont need to buy anything as there
is an alternative to it. the alternative is to use a linux
livecd. if you are on linux and plan to install ifile (a file

manager) then you can easily extract the.ipa files
from the.dmg (mac os x) archive. you can use this.ipa
for your windows system and any android phone as
well as your jailbroken idevice, and use ifile and the

iphone/ipad iso app to mount the.ipa and install ios on
your idevice. as a word of caution, make sure that you
use the latest version of ifile and the latest version of
iphone iso app. you have to use the latest version of
ifile if you want to use this method. click on dfu mode

of boot that has the lowest bootloader count. for
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example, iphone 5s is the last iphone released that
does not require the unlocking of bootloader so the

lowest bootloader count is 1. the higher the count, the
higher is the level of lockdown and security provided
by apple for each bootloader. if you dont know how to
unlock your bootloader then you need to read the post
about the method. gotta say ive been a bit surprised
by the numbers on the downloads and comments on
the jailbreak - about 7000 jailbreakers worldwide and
more than 10,000 downloads. but still, we dont need

to sell iphones to be successful. anyways, enough
chatter. where is everyone?, jailbreak is in progress.

update soon if youre still on 2.0, if not, do not update.
you are taking a huge risk by updating to any open
source jailbreak. we have a team of security experts

right here. sooner or later we will find it. while pwnage
tool 2.0 isnt out just yet, its good to know that theres
still work to be done. theres still work to be done with

the baseband, which we believe shouldnt be the
responsibility of the jailbreak community to perform,

instead we plan to eventually automate it. we want to
remove all work from the jailbreak community.
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